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Abstract

Oxide dispersion strengthened reduced activation ferritic steels are being considered as structural 

materials for future fusion reactors and Gen IV fission reactors. In this work, the stability of the 

nanometric oxides after being irradiated at different conditions and temperatures has been 

investigated. A Fe-14Cr-2W-0.3Ti-0.3Y2O3 alloy was simultaneously triple-beam irradiated at 600°C 

with Fe, He and H ions. The same alloy was irradiated with Fe ions at -80°C. The microstructure of 

this alloy was investigated using Transmission Electron Microscopy, Atom Probe Tomography and 

nanoindentation before and after the irradiations. There were no significant changes in the 

morphology and chemical composition of the nanoparticles after the irradiations, although the size 

of the smaller ones tends to decrease for both irradiation conditions. Small irradiation-induced 

bubbles were present after the triple simultaneous irradiation at high temperature. 



Nanoindentation also shows no significant differences with a slight increase in hardness for the 

sample irradiated at low temperature, while softening appears in the high temperature irradiation.
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CHARACTERISATION OF ODS Fe-14Cr-2W-0.3Ti BEFORE AND AFTER HIGH 

TEMPERATURE TRIPLE AND LOW TEMPERATURE SINGLE ION 

IRRADIATIONS

Abstract

Oxide dispersion strengthened reduced activation ferritic steels are being considered as 

structural materials for future fusion reactors and Gen IV fission reactors. In this work, the 

stability of the nanometric oxides after being irradiated at different conditions and 

temperatures has been investigated. A Fe-14Cr-2W-0.3Ti-0.3Y2O3 alloy was simultaneously 

triple-beam irradiated at 600°C with Fe, He and H ions. The same alloy was irradiated with Fe 

ions at -80°C. The microstructure of this alloy was investigated using Transmission Electron 

Microscopy, Atom Probe Tomography and nanoindentation before and after the irradiations. 

There were no significant changes in the morphology and chemical composition of the 

nanoparticles after the irradiations, although the size of the smaller ones tends to decrease for 

both irradiation conditions. Small irradiation-induced bubbles were present after the triple 

simultaneous irradiation at high temperature. Nanoindentation also shows no significant 

differences with a slight increase in hardness for the sample irradiated at low temperature, while 

softening appears in the high temperature irradiation.

Keywords: Oxide Dispersion Strengthened steels, ion irradiation, Transmission Electron 

Microscopy, nanoindentation, Atom Probe Tomography, nanoparticles. 
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1. Introduction

In the face of depleting sources of fossil fuels, nuclear fusion is regarded as one of the most 

promising, low carbon, solutions. At this moment, the International Thermonuclear 

Experimental Reactor (ITER) is being built [1], after which a Demonstration power plant (DEMO) 

is planned as the next step towards commercial fusion reactors [2]. One of the biggest challenges 

is the development of the materials that are to be used in these reactors, especially at high 

temperatures. Oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) Fe-Cr alloys are being considered as 

candidate materials for structural applications. They are envisaged to be used in the first wall of 

advanced nuclear fusion reactors and as fuel cladding in some GEN IV fission designs, therefore 

they will have to sustain high doses, as a consequence of the 14 MeV neutron irradiation, 

operating temperatures up to 700°C, and large amounts of He produced by transmutation 

reactions [3,4]. It has been shown that a fine dispersion of nanoparticles homogeneously 

distributed in the matrix of these materials improves their mechanical performance by impeding 

dislocation motion, raising operating temperatures while also enhancing creep strength [5,6].

The nano-sized yttria particles are chosen for their superior thermodynamic stability, compared 

to nitrides and carbides, and because they act as sinks for irradiation induced defects [7,8]. ODS 

materials are usually produced by powder metallurgy involving mechanical alloying (MA) and 

consolidation by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) or hot extrusion after which they undergo 

thermomechanical treatments in order to further enhance their mechanical properties [6,9]. 

Due to the lack of neutron irradiation facilities operating in the fusion energy regime, to simulate 

the effect of the severe irradiation conditions in the nuclear fusion reactor, materials are usually 

self-ion irradiated. Moreover, as production of transmutation gasses (He and H) plays a 

significant role in the evolution of the microstructure, materials can be also irradiated with high 

doses of He and/or H.  
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Studies of the ion irradiation induced evolution of nanoparticles in ferritic ODS steels have been 

inconclusive to date. In the case of 18CrODS irradiated at 500°C with Fe+ ions, nanoparticles are 

stable at doses ranging from 4 to 45 dpa [10] while for high doses (150 dpa) the sizes of 

nanoparticles increase while the number density decreases [11]. For 14YWT irradiated with Ni2+ 

ions at 600°C and irradiation doses ranging from 5 to 100 dpa, with Atom Probe Tomography 

(APT) it has been observed that nanoparticle sizes and their number densities remained stable, 

while both values increase when investigated using Energy Filtered Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (EFTEM) [12]. Wharry et al have recently summarized available experimental studies 

on nanoparticle evolution under irradiation in ODS steels showing the complexity to fully 

understand the evolution and mechanisms present [13]. Moreover, comparing irradiations 

across different batches of materials is difficult due to differing initial chemical compositions, 

processing conditions and thermomechanical histories. Thus, it is important to investigate 

materials, from the same batch, irradiated under different conditions using complementary 

techniques in order to describe the evolution of nanoparticles on different scales, together with 

any changes in the microstructure and mechanical properties.

In this work, the effects of two different ion irradiations on an ODS Fe-14Cr-2W-0.3Ti steel were 

investigated. The alloy was simultaneously irradiated with Fe5+, He+ and H+ ions at 600°C, or 

single irradiated with Fe5+ ions at -80°C. The microstructure before and after the irradiations was 

investigated with advanced techniques such as Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and 

APT and compared with previous positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) results. The evolution 

of the nanoparticles was analysed in terms of their size, shape and chemical composition. 

Nanoindentation was used to examine possible changes in the hardness of both irradiated 

samples with respect to the unirradiated one. 

2. Experimental 
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2.1. Material

The nominal composition of the material investigated in this work is Fe-14Cr-2W-0.3Ti-0.3Y2O3 

(wt%) which, in unirradiated state, will be referred to as 14YWTi. The alloy was produced by 

adding Y2O3 nanoparticles to a high purity elemental powder, mechanically alloyed under H2 

atmosphere and consolidated by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) at 1100 °C and 200 MPa for 2 h. 

After consolidation, the alloy billets were forged at  1150 °C and subsequently heat treated at 

850°C for 2 h. The detailed fabrication procedure can be found in [14]. Samples with dimensions 

7 7 0.2 mm3 were mechanically polished with SiC polishing pads and then mirror polished with 

50 nm alumina slurry.

2.2 Irradiation conditions

Two irradiations were carried out as detailed below. 

2.2.1 JANNuS-Saclay facility 

The simultaneous triple-ion irradiation with Fe5+, He+ and H+ ions was performed at the JANNuS-

Saclay facility in France [15–17]. The samples were irradiated at 600 °C to 30 dpa with Fe5+, 1500 

appm H+ and 600 appm He+ to simulate fusion relevant conditions. The energies were 14 MeV 

for Fe5+, 1.6 MeV for He+ and 500 keV for H+ and were specifically chosen to achieve the 

maximum damage (Bragg peak) at the same depth for all ions, see Fig. 1a displaying the SRIM 

profile for the irradiation. In this case, the Bragg peak is estimated at  2.4 µm from SRIM 

calculations and limited by the minimum feasible implantation energy of the H+ ions (500 keV) 

[18]. More details about this irradiation can be found in [19]. This sample will be referred to as 

14YWTi 600°C.

2.2.2 CMAM facility 
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A sample of the same material was irradiated at the Centre for Micro Analysis of Materials 

(CMAM) in Madrid, Spain with a low temperature setup [20,21]. This irradiation was carried out 

with 1 MeV Fe+ ions up to a damage of 15 dpa at a temperature of -80°C to avoid possible 

temperature-related recovery of defects. In this sample, the Bragg peak was estimated at 300 

nm from the sample surface, see Fig. 1b. This sample will be referred to as 14YWTi -80°C. 

Figure 1. SRIM profiles for a) JANNuS irradiation (He+ and H+ ions implantation profile and Fe5+ 
ions damage profile) and b) CMAM irradiation (Fe+ ions damage profile).

Table 1 shows the relevant parameters (ions, energy, temperature, dose rate and fluence) for 

the two irradiation conditions.
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Irradiation
facility

Ion
type Energy Temp

(°C)
Dose rate
(ions·cm-2 s-1)

Fluence
(ions·cm-2)

Maximum dose (dpa) / 
concentration (appm)

Fe5+ 14 MeV 8.3 x 1011 1.49 x1016 ~30 dpa

He+ 1.6 MeV 8 x 1010 1.4 x 1015 ~600 appm

JA
N

N
uS

H+ 500 keV

600

1.97 x 1011 3.55 x 1015 ~1500 appm

CM
AM Fe+ 1 MeV -80 1.35 x 1012 6.5 x 1015 ~15 dpa

Table 1. Irradiation conditions

2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The unirradiated samples were electropolished in a TENUPOL 5 twin jet polisher using a solution 

of 5 vol % perchloric acid in methanol. Irradiated samples for TEM analyses were prepared in a 

Zeiss AURIGA 40 focused ion beam (FIB) instrument fitted with a scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). A Ga2+ beam was used to mill the trenches, in the site previously covered by a layer of Pt, 

thus obtaining a cantilever. It was subsequently lifted out, attached to a TEM grid and further 

milled until electron transparency was reached. The detailed process of this in-situ lift-out 

method is described in [19]. The investigated FIBed samples are presented in Fig. 2a (14YWTi 

600°C) and Fig. 2b (14YWTi -80°C). The original surface location is marked by the remaining Pt 

at the sides of the lift out sample.

Imaging was done in areas nearby the calculated Bragg peaks, where the maximum damage was 

achieved. The chemical information was obtained by Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscopy- Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) and Energy Filtered Transmission 

Electron Microscopy (EFTEM) using a JEOL 2200MCO microscope operating at 200 kV beam 

energy equipped with an -filter and an Oxford Instruments EDS detector. EFTEM elemental 

maps were extracted using the multiple linear least square (MLLS) method with reference 

spectra for each element [22]. 
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Figure 2. TEM images of FIBed samples of a) 14YWTi 600°C and b) 14YWTi -80°C. The arrows 
show the position of the remaining platinum layer.

2.4 Atom Probe Tomography (APT)

The unirradiated samples were prepared for APT by standard electropolishing methods [23]. 

Rod-shaped samples of the material (0.5×0.5×20 mm3) were repeatedly dipped into a solution 

(25 vol% perchloric acid, 75 vol% acetic acid) applying a DC voltage of 15 V, which was later 

reduced to 10 V as the specimen area was reduced, until the necked region split the sample into 

2 parts. These parts were then micropolished with the specimen repeatedly pushed through a 

gold loop containing a drop of electrolyte (2 vol% perchloric acid, 98 vol% 2-butoxyethanol) with 

DC voltage going from 8 to 5 V until specimens with the suitable shape for APT (needle shaped 

with a final tip radius below 100 nm) were obtained. The irradiated samples were prepared by 

the FIB lift-out method using Zeiss Auriga FIB/SEM and Zeiss NVision 40 FIB/SEM instruments 

[24]. 
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14YWTi and 14YWTi 600°C samples were run in a CAMECA LEAP3000TM in laser mode  

nm), using a laser energy of 0.40 nJ at 200 kHz repetition rate. 14YWTi -80°C sample was run in 

a CAMECA LEAP5000TM in laser mode  355 nm), using a laser energy of 0.040 nJ at 200 kHz 

repetition rate. The sample temperature was kept at 50K in all the measurements. 

For data reconstruction and analysis, the CAMECA IVAS software package and MATLAB software 

were used. Nanoclusters were identified by using the maximum separation method, which 

requires two parameters, namely dmax (maximum distance between ions) and Nmin (minimum 

number of ions for a cluster to be non-random) [25]. The cluster size was defined as the Guinier 

diameter, i.e. twice the Guinier radius [26]. The shape of the clusters was defined in terms of 

the best-fit ellipsoids. The smallest, middle and largest characteristic lengths of each best-fit 

ellipsoid enclosing each identified cluster were used to calculate their oblateness (smallest 

characteristic length/middle characteristic length) and the aspect ratio (middle characteristic 

length/largest characteristic length). Combination of oblateness and aspect ratio values can be 

used to define the cluster shape as sphere, rod, lath or disc [27]. The distance between one 

cluster and its nearest neighbour was calculated as the distance between their centres of mass 

[26].

2.5 Nanoindentation

Nanoindentation is widely used technique to obtain depth-dependent properties of thin 

irradiated layers [28,29]. It measures the hardness and elastic modulus of a material from 

indentation load-displacement data obtained during one cycle of loading and unloading [30]. In 

this work, continuous stiffness measurements (CSM) were performed with a MTS NanoXP 

indenter using a Berkovich tip with a maximum indentation displacement of 3 µm for the 

unirradiated and the JANNuS irradiated samples, and 2 µm for the CMAM irradiated sample. 

That displacement was the target depth, chosen to encompass layers with maximum irradiation 
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damage (Bragg peak) in both irradiated samples. All of the samples were indented with an array 

of 6x6 indents and average hardness and modulus –depth curves plotted. 

3. Results

3.1 Microstructure before irradiation

Previous TEM analyses of the unirradiated alloy show a duplex grain structure and the presence 

of different secondary phases, such as Ti-Cr rich particles with round morphology and sizes 

ranging from 50 nm to 500 nm as well as Y-Ti rich round nanoparticles with sizes mostly below 

30 nm [14]. EDS and EFTEM maps of these Ti-Cr and Y-Ti rich particles are shown in Figs. 3 and 

4. The Y-Ti rich nanoparticles, with mean size of 8 ± 5 nm, are found to be quite uniformly 

dispersed throughout the matrix. Some of them were identified as Y2TiO5 oxides, as reported in 

[14]. The nanoparticle size distribution is presented in the histogram shown in Fig. 5a. The 

number density of 13 measured regions containing Y-Ti rich nanoparticles and having volumes 

of the order of 10-21 m3 varies between (1.2 ± 0.2) × 1021 m  and (3.8 ± 0.8) × 1022 m  with an 

average value of (1.1 ± 0.2) × 1022 m .  

Figure 3. STEM image and EDS elemental maps of the 14YWTi unirradiated alloy. a) BF image, b) 
Fe K map, c) Cr K map, d) W L map, e) Ti K map, f) Y (K+L) map.
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Figure 4. EFTEM elemental maps of the unirradiated 14YWTi alloy showing the morphology and 
chemical composition of Y-rich nanoparticles a) elastic image, b) Cr M2,3 map, c) Ti M2,3 map, 
d) Y N2,3 map.

Figure 5. Histograms showing the nanoparticle size distribution for a) unirradiated 14YWTi, b) 
14YWTi 600°C and c) 14YWTi -80°C.
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In agreement with TEM observations, by APT it was possible to observe Y-Ti-O rich 
nanoclusters, according to the 3D ion maps displayed in Fig. 6a and Video 1. 

Figure 6. APT measurements for 14YWTi unirradiated. a) 3D-ion maps of Y, YO and TiO [Video 1] 
Y, Ti and O content in the clusters, b) as a function of their size and c) as a ternary diagram.

Video 1. 3D-ion maps of Y, YO and TiO for 14YWTi unirradiated.
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The cluster size distribution obtained from APT reconstructions is shown in Fig. 7a. Sizes were in 

the range 0.5 to 7 nm with mean size 2.9 ± 1.1 nm. The number densities of measured 

nanoclusters in two regions with volumes of 2.2 and 1.8  10-22 m3 are (3.4 ± 0.7) x 1023 m  and 

(1.0 ± 0.2) x 1024 m . The shape of the clusters is summarized in Fig.7b and in Table 2; most of 

them being spherical. A histogram for the distance between nearest clusters is shown in Fig. 8a. 

The measured distances are in the range [2.5, 27] nm, with an average value of 9 ± 3 nm.

Figure 7. APT cluster size distribution histograms for a) 14YWTi unirradiated, c) 14YWTi 600°C 
and e) 14YWTi -80°C and cluster shape distribution for b) 14YWTi unirradiated, d) 14YWTi 600°C 
and f) 14YWTi -80°C.
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Sample Sphere Disc Rod Lath

14YWTi 
unirradiated

72.5% 20.32% 4.78% 2.4%

14YWTi 600°C 48.69% 41.41% 7.68% 2.22%

14YWTi -80°C 46.97% 43.43% 7.57% 2.02%

Table 2. APT cluster shape quantification for all samples

Figure 8. APT distance between clusters for a) 14YWTi unirradiated, b) 14YWTi 600°C and c) 
14YWTi -80°C.
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The chemical composition of the nanoclusters, i.e. their Y, Ti and O content, is displayed in Fig. 

6b as a function of the cluster size and in Fig. 6c as a ternary diagram. The substoichiometry of 

the smaller nanoparticles (< 4 nm) in a ODS Fe-14Cr model alloy has been observed by the 

authors in [31] and by Brandes et al. in a similar ODS ferritic steel [32]. The chemical composition 

of the measured clusters is summarized in Table 3. 

The variations in the mean size and number densities of nanoparticles between TEM and APT 

can be attributed to the different resolutions, sensitivities and volumes measured with the two 

techniques.  

Table 3. APT chemical composition of nanoclusters for all samples (averaged values)

3.2 Microstructure after triple irradiation at 600°C 

For 14YWTi 600°C, previous TEM analyses show that there are no changes in the grain structure 

of the alloy [19]. Figs. 9 and 10 depict the distribution of nanoparticles in the irradiated alloy. As 

for the unirradiated alloy, they have round morphologies and are Ti-Cr or Y- Ti rich. Their size 

distribution is shown in Fig. 5b, with an average nanoparticle size of 10 ± 4 nm. Number densities 

of particles measured in five regions with volumes of the order of 10-21 m3 vary between (3.5 ± 

0.7) x 1021 m-3 and (6.9 ± 1.4) x 1021 m-3 with an average value of (4.8 ± 1.0) × 1021 m  [19]. In 

Sample Y (at. %) Ti (at. %) O (at. %)

14YWTi unirradiated 38±10 24±6 38±6

14YWTi 600°C 41±9 21±7 38 ± 4

14YWTi -80°C 39±8 24 ± 6 38±4
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any case, it must be taken into account that the number of nanoparticles measured in this case 

was much lower, i.e. 150 vs 700 due to the lower number of regions available to be analysed. 

Figure 9. EFTEM elemental maps of the 14YWTi 600°C alloy showing the morphology and 
chemical composition of Y-rich nanoparticles a) elastic image, b) Fe M2,3 map, c) Cr M2,3 map, 
d) W (N6,3 + O2,3) map, e) Ti M2,3 map and f) Y N2,3 map.

Figure 10.  STEM image and EDS elemental maps of the 14YWTi 600°C alloy. a) BF image, b) Fe 
K map, c) Cr K map, d) W L map, e) Ti K map, f) Y L map.
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In this case, four APT datasets with volumes between 2.5  10-23 and 2.9  10-22 m3 were 

analysed; 3D ion maps from one of them are displayed in Fig. 11a and Video 2. 

Figure 11. APT measurements for the 14YWTi 600°C sample. a) 3D-ion maps of Y, YO and TiO 
[Video 2]. Y, Ti and O content in the clusters, b) as a function of their size and c) as a ternary 
diagram.

Video 2. 3D-ion maps of Y, YO and TiO for the 14YWTi unirradiated sample.
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The cluster size measured by APT is displayed in Fig. 7c; the average cluster size after the 

irradiation is 2.5 ± 1.0 nm for sizes in the range [0.5, 13] nm. The cluster shape is displayed in 

Fig. 7d and summarised in Table 2; even though most of the clusters are spherical, the amount 

of disc shaped clusters is double than in the unirradiated sample. The amount of rod shaped 

clusters has increased slightly, while the amount of lath shaped remains the same. In the cluster 

distance histogram shown in Fig. 8b, it is observed that the distance between nanoclusters does 

not change as compared to the unirradiated samples. In this case, the measured distances are 

in the range [1.6, 25] nm, with an average value of 9 ± 4 nm. The chemical composition of the 

nanoclusters can be seen in Figs. 11b and 11c and in Table 3. The number density measured by 

APT ranges between (1.6 ± 0.3) x 1023 m-3 and (1.9 ± 0.4) x 1024 m-3.

Irradiation-induced bubbles are visible by TEM, see Fig. 12. They can be seen as bright dots in 

underfocused images (Fig. 12a) and as dark dots in overfocused ones (Fig. 12c). The majority of 

the bubbles (presumably filled with He) have sizes <4 nm, being mostly at nanoparticle-matrix 

interfaces although few larger bubbles can be seen attached to larger precipitates as shown in  

Fig. 12. These sizes are in agreement with other investigations of high temperature irradiations 

of similar materials [33–35].

Figure 12. Through-focal series of irradiation induced bubbles in the 14YWTi 600°C alloy. a) 
underfocused by 1µm, b) in focus and c) overfocused by 1µm.
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Other irradiation-induced defects could not be analysed by TEM due to the fact that the samples 

had been FIBed. However, previous Doppler Broadening (DB) slow PAS measurements were 

performed on the same ODS steels irradiated under the same conditions as a function of depth 

[36]. This technique allows extracting information about open volume defects (such as 

dislocations, vacancies, vacancy clusters…) as the DB shift of photon energies coming from e+-e- 

annihilations depends on the momentum distribution of the annihilation electrons of the 

material [37]. The broadening can be characterized using the S-parameter, defined as the count 

ratio between the central area of the annihilation peak and the total peak counts. These results 

show that for this high temperature irradiation there is a noticeable defect annealing, see Fig. 

13. 

Figure 13. PAS line-shape parameter S/Sbulk for 14YWTi 600°C and 14YWTi -80°C with respect 
to positron energy.
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3.3 Microstructure after single irradiation at -80°C 

The microstructure of grains in the 14YWTi -80°C sample also appears to have remained 

unaffected by the low temperature irradiation. A series of STEM images of the nanoparticle 

dispersion can be seen in Fig. 14. 

Figure 14. STEM image and EDS elemental maps of the 14YWTi- CMAM alloy. a) BF image, b) Fe 
K map, c) Cr K map, d) W L map, e) Ti K map, f) Y L map.

It appears that after this low temperature irradiation the morphology and chemical composition 

of the nanoparticles remain unaltered, being Ti-Cr rich (larger particles) or Y- Ti rich (smaller 

particles). The particle size distribution measured by TEM is depicted in Fig. 5c. In this case only 

35 nanoparticles were visible in the available regions, therefore although the average particle 

size (7 ± 4 nm) appears to be similar than before irradiation, the statistics is not enough to be 

conclusive. For the same reason number densities were not calculated.

Fig. 15a and Video 3 depict an APT reconstruction after the low temperature irradiation. In this 

case, one APT dataset with a volume of 2.1  10-22 m3 was analysed with nanoparticle sizes 

ranging between 0.5 and 12 nm. The APT histogram in Fig. 7e shows that after the low 

temperature irradiation the average cluster size is 2.1 ± 1.0 nm. The number density of the 
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measured nanoclusters is (9.2 ± 1.8) x 1023 m-3. The cluster shape is shown in Fig. 7f and 

summarized in Table 2. The cluster distance histogram depicted in Fig. 8c shows a decrease in 

the distance between nanoclusters respect to the other two samples, with an average value of 

7 ± 3 nm in a [1.8, 17] nm range. The chemical composition appears to remain unaltered, see 

Figs 15b and 15c and Table 3. 

Figure 15. APT measurements for the 14YWTi -80°C sample. a) 3D-ion maps of Y, YO and TiO 
[Video 3]. Y, Ti and O content in the clusters b) as a function of their size and c) as a ternary 
diagram.
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Video 3 3D-ion maps of Y, YO and TiO for the 14YWTi unirradiated sample.

Regarding defect structure, no voids are visible by TEM. However, slow PAS measurements 

which can detect open volume defects well below TEM resolution show that this low 

temperature irradiation increases their number considerably (Fig. 13) [38]. 

3.4 Nanoindentation

The results of the nanoindentation experiments as a function of depth are depicted in Figs. 16a 

(elastic modulus) and 16b (hardness). Although the ion range is different in both irradiations the 

results can be compared with respect to the unirradiated material.  No changes in modulus data 

is seen for either irradiation condition. As it can be seen there are no significative differences 

between the hardness values obtained in the irradiated samples, as all the data lay within the 

standard deviation of the unirradiated sample. In any case, some subtle differences could be 

addressed. For sample 14YWTi 600°C the hardness values appear to be below those for the 

unirradiated sample for all the measured depths. Cluster distances measured by APT do not 

change with this irradiation (Fig. 8b). This suggests that the material could have been annealed 

during this irradiation, which would lead to this slight decrease of the hardness value in 

agreement with the slow PAS results. It seems that there is no hardening effect due to the He 

bubbles in agreement with previous results of a 19Cr ODS steel dual ion irradiated at 500°C [39].  

For 14YWTi -80°C there appears to be a slight hardening in the region with maximum irradiation 

damage (Bragg peak estimated at  300nm, Fig. 1b), although it is well within the experimental 

error of the values obtained for the unirradiated sample. These results would be consistent with 

both APT and slow PAS measurements. APT results show a decrease in the distance between 

nanoclusters (Fig. 8c) and slow PAS show an increase in the number of open volume defects (Fig. 
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13). All these changes would lead to an increase in hardness in agreement with other studies 

performed in an ODS FeCrAl alloy irradiated at room temperature [40]. 

Figure 16. Nanoindentation results for 14YWTi, 14YWTi 600°C and 14YWTi -80°C: a) Elastic 

modulus with respect to depth and b) hardness with respect to depth.
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4. Discussion

Table 4 presents a summary of the results obtained with TEM and APT in all the materials 

investigated. For the sample triple irradiated at 600°C, combined TEM and APT observations 

suggest that the irradiation does not induce any change in the composition of nanoparticles, 

while there are some subtle changes in their sizes and morphology. TEM nanoparticle size 

histograms depicted in Figs. 5a and 5b show that, for the five studied regions, there appears to 

be a lower amount of particles smaller than 5 nm, while there is a small increase in the overall 

average size suggesting some coarsening.  Moreover, APT results, that focus almost solely on 

nanoparticles smaller than  5 nm, show a slight decrease in their sizes and, in some of them, a 

modification of their morphologies from spherical to disc shaped. This may match the observed 

TEM histogram supposing that larger nanoparticles grow at the expense of the smaller ones.  

Furthermore, the smallest nanoclusters may now be below TEM resolution thus explaining the 

decrease in density measured by TEM. The fact that nanocluster distances measured by APT do 

not change would imply that even if the size of the smaller nanoparticles has decreased during 

the irradiation, they do not completely dissolve. Irradiation induced bubbles are present in the 

matrix with sizes smaller than 4nm. Hardness values post irradiation are slightly lower than 

those for the unirradiated sample which suggests that the sample could have been annealed 

due to the high temperature of the irradiation. 

The results obtained for the samples irradiated at -80°C also show that the composition does 

not change significantly, while the morphology of the clusters tends to be more disc shaped. The 

percentages of each shape type (spherical and disk) are very similar to the 14YWTi 600°C 

samples, suggesting that both irradiations similarly altered the geometry of the clusters. The 

average nanoparticle size measured by TEM does not grow after the low temperature 

irradiation, contrary to what happened in the previous irradiation, while APT measurements 

indicate a size reduction of the smaller particles of 27%. The decrease in average cluster size 
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observed by APT agrees with previously published results of low temperature (-75°C) heavy ion 

irradiations of a material with similar nominal composition which show that already at the 

irradiation damage of 5 dpa, there is a noticeable dissolution of nanoclusters [12]. In the present 

work the decrease in the average cluster distance measured would also suggest that for these 

irradiation conditions dissolution could be accompanied by nucleation of new clusters. 

Sa
m

pl
e

Te
ch

ni
qu

e

Morphology

Average
Chemical

composition
(at%)

Average 
Size
(nm)

Number density
(m-3)

Average 
cluster 

distance
(nm)

TE
M round Y-Ti rich 8 ± 5 (1.1 ± 0.2) x 1022

14
YW

Ti
 u

ni
rr

ad
ia

te
d

AP
T 72.5% spherical 

20.3% disc

38±10% Y
24±6% Ti
38±6% O

2.9 ± 1.1
(3.4 ± 0.7) x 1023 

–
(1.0 ± 0.2) x 1024

9 ± 3

TE
M round Y-Ti rich 10 ± 4 (4.8 ± 1.0) x 1021

14
YW

Ti
 6

00
°C

AP
T 48.7% spherical 

41.4% disc

41±9% Y
21±7% Ti
38±4% O

2.5 ± 1.0
(1.6 ± 0.3) x 1023

-
(1.9 ± 0.4) x 1024

9 ± 4

TE
M round Y-Ti rich 7 ± 4 N.A.

14
YW

Ti
 -8

0°
C

AP
T 47.0% spherical 

43.4% disc

39±8% Y
24±6% Ti
38±4% O

2.1 ± 1.0 (9.2 ± 1.8) x 1023 7 ± 3

Table 4. TEM and APT results of nanoparticle evolution due to both irradiations.
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5. Conclusions

In this work, a Fe-14Cr-2W-0.2Ti-0.3Y2O3 alloy was irradiated with two different conditions. One 

sample of this alloy was triple ion-beam irradiated at high temperature, and another was single 

ion beam irradiated at low temperature. The nanoparticle evolution was analysed by TEM and 

APT as complementary techniques. Nanoparticles appear to remain quite stable after the two 

irradiations investigated. Both samples seem to have maintained their composition after the 

irradiations, and the effects in the nanoparticle size distribution are very weak. In any case, some 

changes could be observed. APT results show a slight decrease of the nanoparticle sizes below 

5 nm at both temperatures while TEM histograms would suggest growth of the larger 

nanoparticles for the high temperature irradiation. The distance between clusters measured by 

APT does not change for the high temperature irradiation while their distance decreases for the 

low temperature one. These differences could indicate that incomplete dissolution of some of 

the smaller nanoparticles occurs after both irradiations, with nucleation of new particles in the 

case of the low temperature irradiation, and slight coarsening of existing particles after the 

triple-beam irradiation at high temperature. In the triple-beam irradiated sample, a dispersion 

of small irradiation induced bubbles is present. Nanoindentation experiments also show very 

little differences, pointing to some recovery in the high temperature irradiation, which would 

be in agreement with the microstructural changes observed.  
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